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�� Astronomy Astronomy vsvs physicsphysics

�� Early and late Universe Early and late Universe 

�� Geometry & Structure Geometry & Structure 

�� Dark energyDark energy



OBSERVATIONOBSERVATION →→ THEORYTHEORY

χχχχχχχχ22

Initial conditions    development conditions Initial conditions    development conditions 

Identification problemIdentification problem

Physicists need experiment to judge thingsPhysicists need experiment to judge things!!

??



2

xxb h, Ω=ω≈ω+ω=ω       0.15cm

Astronomers see structures
unknown to physicists



DM non interacted with radiation DM non interacted with radiation 

however light is where DMhowever light is where DM







Simulations confirm the resultSimulations confirm the result



What we see is structure created What we see is structure created 
from initial conditions + evolutionfrom initial conditions + evolution

observational separation of observational separation of 
the early and late Universethe early and late Universe

the model
no theory of 

origin of matter 

no model 
theory of origin of 

initial conditions

geometry             compositiongeometry             composition



�� Small density perturbationsSmall density perturbations

�� Linear Gaussian fieldLinear Gaussian field

�� Near scaleNear scale--invariant spectrum (invariant spectrum (nnSS=0.96)=0.96)

�� Gravitational waves   (T/S < 0.1)Gravitational waves   (T/S < 0.1)

�� Theory of initial conditionsTheory of initial conditions

no model of the no model of the 
early Universeearly Universe

Early UniverseEarly Universe



�� Hubble constant Hubble constant h = 0.7h = 0.7

�� CMBR CMBR T = 2.725  KT = 2.725  K

�� EucleadianEucleadian spacespace ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ = 1 = 1 

�� BaryonsBaryons ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩbb= 0.5 = 0.5 

�� CDM                 CDM                 ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩcdmcdm= 0.23= 0.23

�� DE   DE   ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩdmdm = 0.72 = 0.72 

�� Theory of structure formationTheory of structure formation

no theory of no theory of 
matter originmatter origin

Late UniverseLate Universe



Geometry of the UniverseGeometry of the Universe

�� zero orderzero order Hubble outflowsHubble outflows

�� first orderfirst order
SS--modemode ((density perturbationsdensity perturbations))

TT--modemode (gravitational waves)(gravitational waves)

VV--modemode (vortex perturbations)(vortex perturbations)

Cosmological model in four functionsCosmological model in four functions
currently we know only two of themcurrently we know only two of them
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lesson lesson 1:1: large Universelarge Universe

Since the very beginning (           ) Since the very beginning (           ) 

the physicalthe physical size  of the Universe size  of the Universe 

exceeded Planck scaleexceeded Planck scale 10103030 timestimes

This big factor can be explained by existence This big factor can be explained by existence 

of preceding short stage of inflation  of preceding short stage of inflation  ---- BBIBBI

(              )(              )

1 γ >

1 γ <



Evolution of scale factorEvolution of scale factor

BBIBBI RD          MD        DERD          MD        DE

1 γ < 1 γ >



Formation of the Universe isFormation of the Universe is

formation of Hubble outflowsformation of Hubble outflows

aa     /H,rHv &
rr

==

Formation of  the  structure isFormation of  the  structure is

destructiondestruction of Hubble outflowsof Hubble outflows

1)  (   0  a <γ>&&

1)  (   0  a >γ<&&



lesson 2lesson 2:: acausalityacausality

BBI  is needed to explain BBI  is needed to explain acausalityacausality



lesson 3lesson 3:: structure argumentstructure argument

ΩΩmm== ρρmm / / ρρсс < < 0.30.3 →→ open model?open model?

ContrargumentsContrarguments –– inflation, age, curvatureinflation, age, curvature

CMB anisotropyCMB anisotropy -- flatflat 33--geometrygeometry

Other argumentsOther arguments –– galactic peculiar velocitiesgalactic peculiar velocities, , lensinglensing

XX--ray gas in clusters ray gas in clusters , , rotational velocities ,rotational velocities , SN SN ,, ISWISW

More than  70%  of energy of the Universe More than  70%  of energy of the Universe 

stays stays unclusteredunclustered →→ p p ≈≈ --ρρ (dark energy)(dark energy)



Dark energyDark energy –– weakly interacting physical weakly interacting physical 

essence permeatingessence permeating space of visible space of visible UnuverseUnuverse

E ~ 10E ~ 10--33 eVeV ( for( for ρρEE = E= E4 4 ))

New energy scale ?New energy scale ?

Coincidence problemCoincidence problem:: ρρb b ≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈ ρρMM ≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈ ρρEE

SuperweakSuperweak field ?field ?

No principle difference with No principle difference with inflatoninflaton

DEDE –– key element of standard modelkey element of standard model



Scales of fundamental interactionsScales of fundamental interactions

1 1 GeVGeV strongstrong

100 100 GeVGeV electroweakelectroweak

10101919 GeVGeV gravitationalgravitational



Existence of LSS is a keyExistence of LSS is a key point forpoint for

thethe coincidence problemcoincidence problem

-window of gravitational instability
( + initial amplitude of perturbations )

-- condition for formation of starts

DE ceases structure formation  DE ceases structure formation  

and restores  Hubble outflowsand restores  Hubble outflows

MEMr ρρρρ        ,   ≤<

Mbr ρρρ     ≤<<



Question: Question: where is DMwhere is DM??

VisibleVisible:: * * stars and gas in galaxiesstars and gas in galaxies
* * gas in clustersgas in clusters ((ТТ~ ~ keVkeV ))

Dark baryons:Dark baryons:
* * intergalactic gasintergalactic gas ((ТТ~ ~ 0.0.001 1 keVkeV))
* * MACHO (BHMACHO (BH, , NSNS, , WDWD, , BDBD, , jupitersjupiters))

→→ < 20% of halo mass in moon< 20% of halo mass in moon--star star MACHOsMACHOs
→→ > 80% of halo mass in non> 80% of halo mass in non--baryon particlesbaryon particles



* * large velocity dispersion in clusters large velocity dispersion in clusters ((19301930))

* * flat rotation curves in spiralsflat rotation curves in spirals (1970)(1970)
* * galaxy clustersgalaxy clusters’’ masses determinedmasses determined (1980)(1980)

→→→→→→→→ XX--ray gasray gas ((ТТ~~ keVkeV))
→→→→→→→→ gravitational lensesgravitational lenses

DM (nonDM (non--baryonic):baryonic):



Answer:Answer: nonnon--baryonic DM is    baryonic DM is    
in gravitationally bound systemsin gravitationally bound systems

weakly interactingweakly interacting particlesparticles
do not dissipate as baryonsdo not dissipate as baryons

Baryons cool down Baryons cool down radiationallyradiationally and reside in centers     and reside in centers      
of dark matter halos  getting  rotational  equilibriumof dark matter halos  getting  rotational  equilibrium

DM remains assembling around the         DM remains assembling around the         
visible matter at scale ~  visible matter at scale ~  200 200 ккpcpc
mass of the Local Group ~ mass of the Local Group ~ 22 10101212

��������

(half is in Milky Way and A(half is in Milky Way and Andromedandromeda))



+ + antiparticlesantiparticles

quarksquarks

threethree generations generations 

leptonsleptons

particles responsible for interactionsparticles responsible for interactions

γγγγγγγγ ±±±±±±±± gluonsgluons

No such particles in standard model !No such particles in standard model !



HypothesesHypotheses of nonof non--baryonic DMbaryonic DM

1010--2121 eVeV

1010--55 eVeV

10  10  keVkeV

1  1  GeVGeV

101000 GeVGeV

10001000 GeVGeV

10101313 GeVGeV

10101919 GeVGeV

1010--1616--1010--77 ММ��������

GravitonsGravitons

AxionsAxions

Sterile neutrinoSterile neutrino

Mirror particlesMirror particles

NeutralinoNeutralino

ExtraExtra--dimensions, dimensions, branesbranes

SupermassiveSupermassive particlesparticles

МоМоnopolesnopoles, , defectsdefects

Primordial black holesPrimordial black holes

massmasscandidatscandidats



Message from the early UniverseMessage from the early Universe

DM mysteryDM mystery is relatedis related
to baryonic asymmetryto baryonic asymmetry



** forfor 14 14 GyrGyr -- twotwo inflationary stagesinflationary stages

*  *  there could be more than two, same causesthere could be more than two, same causes

** simple causesimple cause of inflation of inflation ---- weak massive fieldweak massive field

** inflation creates and restores Hubble outflowsinflation creates and restores Hubble outflows

History of the Universe is the history    History of the Universe is the history    

of origin and decayof origin and decay of massive fieldsof massive fields

lesson 4lesson 4:: superweaksuperweak fieldsfields



SS seeds for LSS structure

SS++TT++VV → imprinted in CMB structure
(anisotropy and polarization)

First order geometryFirst order geometry

(galaxies, clusters, voids..)



S+T+VS+T+V



Tegmark, Zaldarriaga 2002

only Sonly S



All values  All values  All values  All values  ((((((((T+V)/ST+V)/S> 0.1> 0.1> 0.1> 0.1> 0.1> 0.1> 0.1> 0.1 are are are are 

excluded as in this case amplitude excluded as in this case amplitude excluded as in this case amplitude excluded as in this case amplitude 

of Sof Sof Sof S----mode is insufficient for the mode is insufficient for the mode is insufficient for the mode is insufficient for the 

formation of the structure formation of the structure formation of the structure formation of the structure 

T+S+VT+S+V=10=10--1010 ⇒⇒⇒⇒ fixed by CMB fixed by CMB fixed by CMB fixed by CMB 

We live in the Universe with small  We live in the Universe with small  TT&VV



Origin of cosmological Origin of cosmological 
perturbationsperturbations

quantum gravitational creation of quantum gravitational creation of masslessmassless

fields under the action of nonfields under the action of non--stationary stationary 

intensive gravity (external coupling),      intensive gravity (external coupling),      

seeds seeds –– quantum fluctuationsquantum fluctuations

�� Creation of matterCreation of matter ((GribGrib, , StarobinskyStarobinsky""19701970ss))

�� Generation of Generation of ТТ--modemode ((GrishchukGrishchuk 19741974))

�� Generation ofGeneration of SS--modemode (( V N LV N L 19801980 ) ) 



Generation of T and S modes in Friedmann
cosmology is a quantum-mechanical problem 
of elementary oscillators qk(ηηηη)   [DDDD= а/k,

ωωωω= ββββk] in the Minkowski space-time in the 
external parametric field αααα=αααα(ηηηη), ηηηη=∫dt/a

( )222
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Tq - transverse-traceless component   

of gravitational field

Sq - gauge-invariant superposition of 

longitudinal gravitational potential 

and the velocity potential of matter 

multiplied by the Hubble parameter

1,G8/2

T =βπ=α         a2

c/c,G4/ s

222

S =ββπγ=α    a
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Evolution of elementary oscillatorsEvolution of elementary oscillators
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Phase informationPhase information: only growing : only growing 
mode of perturbations is createdmode of perturbations is created
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we see the sound !  

In the beginning was sound

and sound was of Big Bang



Theory of the early Universe
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Universal resultUniversal result
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Big Bang = Inflation (Big Bang = Inflation (γγ < 1< 1) ) 



PowerPower--law inflation on massive field:law inflation on massive field:

the amplitude of  TT-mode is only five 

times less than amplitude of SS-mode

Detection is possible !Detection is possible !



How to measure dark Energy?How to measure dark Energy?



Precise statistical measurements Precise statistical measurements 
of any cosmological parametersof any cosmological parameters

as function ofas function of zz
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ccnn (n = 0,1,2,(n = 0,1,2,22)) –– physical parameters of DEphysical parameters of DE

currently all |ccnn| < 0.1



Three ways to measure DE Three ways to measure DE 

StructuralStructural

DynamicalDynamical

GeomertricalGeomertrical

Connection to RadioAstron



not entering the structure not entering the structure 

DE affects crucially          DE affects crucially          

the rate of its formationthe rate of its formation

measure DE by weightingmeasure DE by weighting

the structure with the structure with redshiftredshift

Structure



Structural argumentStructural argument: : DE discoveringDE discovering

Still using nonStill using non--linear systemslinear systems

leads to nonleads to non--control control systematicssystematics

Just use Just use quasilinearquasilinear systemssystems::

Gravitational potentialGravitational potential,,

Peculiar velocitiesPeculiar velocities, , 

Acoustic oscillationsAcoustic oscillations

Example: CMBExample: CMB



Evolution of Hubble and peculiar velocitiesEvolution of Hubble and peculiar velocities

,xHfV,vVV 1HpecH         
rrrrr

⋅=−= qHvv 1pec
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∇⋅=



LSS formation proceeds from           LSS formation proceeds from           

11 toto 22 22 GyrsGyrs since Big Bangsince Big Bang

We  live  at period of maximum           We  live  at period of maximum            

LSS formation  in the UniverseLSS formation  in the Universe

Use this chance:Use this chance:

measure DE by weightingmeasure DE by weighting

the structure with the structure with redshiftredshift
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DynamicsDynamics
crosscross--correlationcorrelation LSSLSS--CMBCMB

~~G4 m a
a2 δδδδ
δδδδρρρρππππ∆Φ∆Φ∆Φ∆Φ = { ,const

,-1а

ΛΛΛΛρρρρρρρρ >m

ΛΛΛΛρρρρρρρρ <m



GranettGranett et al 2008et al 2008

5050 voidsvoids

50 50 superclusterssuperclusters



Apparent magnitudeApparent magnitude // redshiftredshift

m(zm(z))

((SNIaSNIa, standard candle), standard candle)

Angular diameterAngular diameter / / redshiftredshift

θθ(z)(z)

((UCRSmasUCRSmas, standard rod), standard rod)

Geometry



Measure Measure geomertygeomerty with help ofwith help of

θ(z) и θ(z)
. 

If you know the physical size of distant object,

you know the distance to it 



Jackson & Jackson & JannettaJannetta 20062006

θ(z)

Ultracompact radiosources





ConclusionsConclusions

�� Independent determination of late Independent determination of late 

and early Universeand early Universe

� T/S –– a clue to very early Universea clue to very early Universe

�� Stable predictions Stable predictions -- SCM SCM -- no rivalsno rivals

nnSS ≃≃≃≃≃≃≃≃ 1,      1,      ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩκκκκκκκκ ≃≃≃≃≃≃≃≃ 0,      0,      ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩdede ≃≃≃≃≃≃≃≃ 0.70.7

ffbb ≃≃≃≃≃≃≃≃ 17%,   17%,   ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩmm ≃≃≃≃≃≃≃≃ 0.3,    h 0.3,    h ≃≃≃≃≃≃≃≃ 0.7   0.7   

no theory of matter originno theory of matter origin



Theory is exhaustedTheory is exhausted
presenting listpresenting list where/how                where/how                
to search for DM and DE      to search for DM and DE      

Experiment’s turn Experiment’s turn 

The situation recalls great historical  The situation recalls great historical  
moments: moments: quarksquarks, , WW--ZZ--bosonsbosons, , neutrino neutrino 

oscillationsoscillations, , CMB  anisotropy, polarizationCMB  anisotropy, polarization

Why Nature is generous to us    
and discloses its secrets ?


